
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CONGRATULATIONS! 
 
You have now reached the end of your search for the “PERFECT 
ROULETTE SYSTEM!” This is it! You will insanely successful  with 
this system! 
 
Ok, now that we have that out of the way, let’s get down to my 
winning roulette system and what makes it work Perfectly Every 
Time! 
 
Whether or not you’re a seasoned roulette player, or just a beginner, 
you will completely understand my winning system by the time you 
finish this manual. 
 
You now hold in your hands the guide to Complete Financial 
Freedom! Use your new found information wisely and follow every 
step of this guide exactly as outlined below. You Will Be Happy You 
Did! 
 
Do Not Deviate in any way from the information given below, or you 
will lose all your money and your Entire Bankroll. 
 
The game of roulette, over the years, has been a very desirable and 
preferred casino game. 
 
Many roulette systems have been devised, but Very Few have ever 
been perfected into a Finely Tuned Money Machine, like this one! 
 
 
ClickBank is a registered trademark of Keynetics Inc., a Delaware corporation. 
ProfessionalRouletteSystem.com is not affiliated with Keynetics Inc. in any way, nor does 
Keynetics Inc. sponsor or approve any ProfessionalRouletteSystem.com product. Keynetics Inc. 
expresses no opinion as to the correctness of any of the statements made by 
ProfessionalRouletteSystem.com in the materials on this Web page. Clickbank reserves the right 
to change their policies and procedures at any time, in any way without notice. Disclaimer: As 
with any gambling system, it needs to be said there is no guarantee of winning or making money 
using my Professional Roulette System. All information described above is for entertainment 
purposes only and the user of this information is responsible for any losses that may occur 
applying it. 
 



I have purchased about every roulette system out there and tried 
them all. Some of them are good but they all have one thing in 
common. They all lose in the long run. That is why I set out to create 
one of the best roulette systems in history. 
 
And I have now done it! 
 
I have been playing roulette for over 20 years now and I have tried 
and tested many different sequences, betting patterns, and staking 
plans.  
 
For the last 2 years I have been testing and tweaking a certain unique 
betting pattern and very powerful staking plan, and have finally 
perfected it! 
 
Below is a description of this powerful winning system and you will be 
successful using it in any online live web cam casino or land based 
casino. 
 
This system is my own invention and you will not see another one 
exactly like it anywhere! Assuming you are already familiar with the 
game of roulette and the various bets made on the felt, I will explain 
my Winning Professional Roulette System in easy to understand step 
by step instructions. 
 
Using my Professional Roulette System, you will be placing a bet 
every spin of the wheel, so there is no boring waiting in between 
spins for the right circumstance to arise in order to place your bet, like 
many other systems out there. Also, it is 100% mechanical so there is 
no luck or guesswork involved. 
 
You will know exactly where and how much money to place on every 
spin of the wheel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Lifetime Bankroll Needed 
 
The lifetime bankroll needed to safely use my system without any risk 
is just 100 units. To calculate the total money value, just multiply 100 
times the minimum table limit.  
 
Example: Minimum table limit bet is $5. Your lifetime bankroll needed 
is $500. Minimum $10 table limit bet would need a $1000 lifetime 
bankroll. Using my system you can expect to make 10 units per hour.  
 
This is not a get rich quick system, but you will make a slow and 
steady profit hour after hour. The longer you play, the more money 
you will make! See the bankroll and profit chart below: 
 
 

Minimum Table 
Limit 

Lifetime Bankroll Average Profit Per 
Hour 

$5 $500 $50 
$10 $1000 $100 
$15 $1500 $150 
$20 $2000 $200 
$25 $2500 $250 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



If you are not too familiar with the game of roulette, the bet 
placements on the felt and payouts are listed on the chart below: 
 
 

 
 
 
NOTE: You do not need to worry about memorizing all the bet 
placements above as the only ones you will be placing are the even 
money betting sections labeled, I, J, K, and L above that pay 1:1 
ratio. This is the best bet on the roulette table 
with the best odds. 
 



SYSTEM DETAILS 
 
The reason we use the even money betting sections is that you will 
have the greatest advantage on the roulette table of winning 1 single 
bet placement (bet placed on 1 single section of the board) than any 
other single section of the roulette betting placement board. 
 
On a European single 0 wheel you have a 48.65% chance of winning 
each even money bet. On an American double 00 wheel you have a 
47.37% chance of winning each even money bet.  
 
The beauty of my Professional Roulette System is you only need to 
win 35% of the time using my Powerful Staking Plan!  
 
Combined with my Unique Betting Selection, you will achieve a win in 
Every Mini Session you play, giving you a whopping 100% win rate! 
 
Ok, now that I have explained the basis of my system, let’s get down 
to the nuts and bolts of my Professional Roulette System and what 
makes it work so well every time you use it! 
 
As I explained you will be betting on all of the even money sections of 
the felt labeled I, J, K & L above on the outer edge of the roulette 
board.  
 
These sections are labeled, facing the table from left to right, 1-18, 
Even, Red, Black, Odd, 19-36. 
 
I will be referring to 1-18 as Top and 19-36 as Bottom for explanation 
purposes. 
 
When you arrive at the roulette table you will need to first cash in for 
your chips. 
 
Using a $5 minimum table as the example, place $500 on the roulette 
felt in front of you. Never try to hand your money directly to the 
dealer! He/she cannot legally take the money from your hand and will 
tell you to lay it on the table. 
 



Ask the dealer (croupier) for 100 $5 chips. He/she will most likely ask 
you if it is ok to give you one of the colored chip stacks.  
 
That is fine as long as you see them use a $5 marker for you. 
Sometimes when they switch dealers, the next dealer will think you 
are playing with $1 chips, when they are really $5 chips. 
 
They will quickly correct it. I have never had a major issue with this, 
but they do get it mixed up sometimes. 
 
Stack all your $5 chips in 5 stacks of 20 each for easy tracking. You 
will be playing off of 1 stack at a time. Make sure you do not play off 
any of the other stacks until you need to. You need to always have 20 
chips in each full stack so you do not get your bets mixed up. 
Covered later under Staking Plan section. 
 
 
Session – vs. – Mini Session  
 
For ease of understanding on how you will win long term profits from 
the casino using my Professional Roulette System, you will be 
playing multiple Mini Sessions that all make up a Session.  
 
A Session is as long as you want it to be, but just make sure you 
complete a full Mini Session before you end your Session. Within 
each Session, you will play 1, or as many as you like, Mini Sessions 
depending on how long you would like to stay at the roulette table. I 
usually play for 1 to 2 hours at a time, then take a break for a while. 
 
Each Mini Session will last anywhere from 1 to 20 spins or more and 
you will win 1 unit for each completed Mini Session. Most Mini 
Sessions only last 1 to 5 spins, but if you get into a losing streak, it 
could go longer.  
 
If this sounds confusing to you now, it will make perfect sense to you 
after you have read the Staking Plan section below. 
 
 



Betting Selection 
 
For easy description and understanding I will be speaking in terms of 
units here. 
 
Example: 1 unit = table minimum or starting bet. So assuming you 
are playing at a $5 minimum table, which is very common 1 unit 
would equal $5, 2 units would equal $10 and 3 units would equal $15, 
etc. 
 
With my system we will divide all the even money bets into 3 
categories: 
 
Top/Bottom 
 
Even/Odd 
 
Red/Black 
 
Using a $5 minimum bet table, you will start by placing your first bet 
of 1 unit or a $5 chip in either the Low or High section of the table.  
 
The way you determine which section to place your bet in is that you 
WILL ALWAYS place it in the opposite section of the number that 
appeared last on the roulette display board showing the last 10 to 20 
spin results so always pay close attention to which number appeared 
last on the board. 
 
Example: The last number spun was 29. You will place 1 unit in the 
opposite, or low (1-18) section of the roulette felt. Next, number 34 
was spun. You Lose! 
 
NOTE: Weather you win or lose that bet or any bet for that matter, 
you WILL ALWAYS move onto placing your next bet in the next 
category to your right, moving inwards on the roulette felt toward the 
center of the categories on the board. So starting on the outer most 
category Top (1-18)/Bottom (19-36) and move inward, Even/Odd 
next, then Red/Black after that. Then you will move back outwards 
after that, and keep doing this inwards, outwards motion. 



NOTE: Even/Odd category will be bet upon both on the inward and 
outward movement so this category will get the most action!  
 
You will not skip around it when moving back outwards again. 
 
Next bet will be placed on the opposite of the last Even or Odd to 
show on the display board. Staying with the example above, you will 
place a bet of 2 units or $10 on the Odd section, which is opposite of 
the even number 34 that spun in last. Number 15 is spun next and 
YOU WIN! This completes your first Mini Session, and you are ready 
to start a new Mini Session.  
 
IMPORTANT: Within each Mini Session, you are only trying to gain 
+1 unit. Nothing More! 
 
From my explanation above, can you figure out which bet you would 
place next? 
 
If you said 1 unit on Red, you are absolutely right! Number 23 is spun 
next and you win again! Another +1 unit was gained and you are 
ready to start your next Mini Session. 
 
Now that you have played each of the 3 categories: Top/Bottom, 
Even/Odd, Red/Black, you will now start to move outward on the felt 
placing your bet in the Even/Odd category of the felt again. So using 
the last number spun 23, your next bet would be 1 unit or $5 placed 
on the Even section of the board. Next spun is the number 7 and you 
lose. 
 
The next category outwards is the Top/Bottom sections of the felt so 
you will place a bet of 2 units or $10 on the Bottom (19-36) section, 
opposite of the last number 7 (Low) spun. Next number spun is 16 
which is also in the low section of the last number spun, so you lose 
again. So now you are at -3 units and you move inwards again. Next 
bet is 3 units or $15 on Odd and 3 comes in. A Win, putting you at 0, 
but the Mini Session is not finished until you win +1 unit. Next bet is 1 
unit on Black and number 26 comes in for a +1 unit ending the Mini 
Session. 
 



You will keep moving inwards and outwards, repeating these 
categories whether you win or lose on every spin of the wheel, as 
shown below: 
 
Low/High 
 
Even/Odd 
 
Red/Black 
 
Even/Odd 
 
Low/High 
 
Then repeat the pattern above over and over. 
 
The easiest way to remember the betting selection is to start with the 
outer most category (Top/Bottom) and move inwards towards the 
middle (Even/Odd) next, (Red/Black) then back outwards (Even/Odd) 
and then (Top/Bottom), then back inwards again, over and over, etc. 
 
REMEMBER: Win or Lose, you will always switch to the next 
category in line, but make sure you always keep track of which 
category you are betting in next, as this is very important to the 
success of my system. One wrong move could throw off the system 
and cost you your entire bankroll. Also, remember that within each 
category, you WILL ALWAYS place your bet on the OPPOSITE of the 
Number Just spun! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Staking Plan 
 
This staking plan is not unheard of or never used before, but it is Very 
Powerful and Unstoppable when used with my Professional Roulette 
System! There are only a few good staking plans, but they need to be 
used with the right bet selection to create a Winning System! You 
now have a Money Making Machine In Your Hands! 
 
As explained above you will start by placing 1 unit as your first bet. 
You will keep upping each losing bet with an additional 1 unit. So 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 units and so on until you hit a win, then recalculate your 
tally and your bet. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT: The most important part of using this staking 
plan is you need to recalculate your betting units each time so that 
you are either upping by 1 unit or lowering your bet to just make +1 
unit each spin of the wheel and bet. 
 
Example: 
 
 
Bet #           Unit Bet         Win/Lose         Tally 
 
1                       1                   Lose               -1 
 
2                       2                   Lose               -3 
 
3                       3                   Lose               -6 
 
4                       4                   Lose              -10 
 
5                       5                     Win               -5 
 
6                       6                   Lose              -11 
 
7                       7                     Win               -4 
 
8                       5                     Win              +1 



Notice in the example above that I lost 5 bets and only won 3, but still 
gained +1 unit. That is why this staking plan is one of the Most 
Powerful Money Management Plans in the gambling world. Also 
notice that on bet #8, after a win on bet #7, instead of raising my bet 
unit to 8, I lowered it down to a 5 unit bet so that I would only be 
gaining +1 unit upon a win on that bet. This is  
 
 
Very Important to your Long Term Survival using my system. 
 
 
Another Example: 
 
 
Bet #           Unit Bet          Win/Lose       Tally 
 
1                       1                     Lose             -1 
 
2                       2                     Lose             -3 
 
3                       3                       Win              0 
 
4                       1                     Lose             -1 
 
5                       2                       Win            +1 
 
 
Notice in the example above on bet #3, I was back to even at 0, but 
my Mini Session is not completed until I have gained +1 unit so on 
bet #4, I placed a bet of 1 unit again so that I will gain just 1 unit upon 
a win. Then I lost that bet, but quickly recovered with a win on my 
next bet for a gain of +1 unit. Lost 3 bets, won 2 bets, and still 
profited. That is the beauty of this staking plan and why I chose it for 
my Unique Bet Selection! 
 
NOTE: Whenever you drop down your bet, you will start up the latter 
again, adding just 1 unit to each bet going forward until you need to 
re-adjust your bet again, so that you are only gaining +1 unit upon a 
win. If you stand to win more than +1 unit, then you are betting too 



much, and your bets will soon spiral out of control, depleting your 
entire bankroll to Zero! 
 
 
 
Losing Streak Example: 
 
 
Bet #      Unit Bet       Win/Lose      Tally 
1                  1                 Lose             -1 
 
2                  2                 Lose             -3 
 
3                  3                 Lose             -6 
 
4                  4                 Lose            -10 
 
5                  5                 Lose            -15 
 
6                  6                 Lose            -21 
 
7                  7                 Lose            -28 
 
8                  8                   Win            -20 
 
9                  9                 Lose            -29 
 
10              10                 Lose            -39 
 
11              11                   Win            -28 
 
12              12                   Win            -16 
 
13              13                 Lose            -29 
 
14              14                   Win            -15 
 
15              15                 Lose            -30 
 
16              16                 Lose            -46 



 
17              17                   Win            -29 
 
18              18                   Win            -11 
 
19              12                 Lose            -23 
 
20              13                   Win            -10 
 
21              11                 Lose            -21 
 
22              12                 Lose            -33 
 
23              13                   Win            -20 
 
24              14                 Lose            -34 
 
25              15                   Win            -19 
 
26              16                 Lose            -35 
 
27              17                   Win            -18 
 
28              18                   Win               0 
 
29                1                   Win             +1 
 
 
In the above example I had 17 losses and only 12 wins but still came 
ahead with a +1 unit. With this staking plan, you only need to win 
35% of your bets to profit, and remember your chances of winning 
are 48.65% or 47.37% for the European single 0 or American double 
00 wheel, giving you a Huge Advantage over the casinos using my 
winning system. Especially with my Unique betting selection that 
gives you wins close together. 
 
Also the above example is an extreme scenario and does not happen 
too often, but notice the maximum I was down was -46 units out of 
my 100 unit bankroll at one time on bet number 16 and then on bet 



number 19, after a win, I had to drop down to a 12 unit bet so that I 
would only make a +1 unit profit upon a win.  
 
That kept me in the game long enough to win my Mini Session. 
Also had to drop down on bet #s 21 and 29 so that I only stand to 
make + 1 unit profit.  
 
Always re-calculate your bet amount after a win so that you are 
always betting the proper amount on each bet to only gain 1 unit 
profit each time. This is very important to your long term survival and 
profitability using my Professional Roulette System!  
 
An easy way to re calculate your chips without pen and paper is to 
make 5 stacks of 20 chips each. Then after each spin of the wheel, 
take all your chips off the felt and re stack them so that you can see 
how many chips you need to make your full 5 stacks of 20. 
 
Using this Powerful Staking Plan, along with my Unique Betting 
Selection, you will Profit Very Nicely Every Time! Also, unlike most 
other roulette systems, there is no limit to how long you can play. The 
More You Play, The More You Win! 
 
 
Dealing With The 0 and 00 
 
When playing and using my Professional Roulette System you will 
occasionally encounter the 0 and 00, as with any system, but that is 
not a problem. In such case, you will lose your bet and just continue 
on, moving to the next betting category, and increasing your bet by 1 
unit as usual. Never bet the same category two times in a row. 
Always continue on to the next betting category and stake, as if you 
had just normally lost a bet.  
 
This way you will keep things jumbled up, giving you the same 
advantage of winning the next bet, as the last one! Also, you will just 
use the last 2 whole numbers spun to place your next bet, ignoring 
the 0 or 00. 
 
 



Sample Tacking Sheet 
 
Below is a sample tracking sheet and then a blank tracking sheet on 
the page to follow so that you can practice and get used to the bet 
selection and staking plan.  
 
After that you will not need a tracking sheet although it is perfectly ok 
to use pen and tracking sheet at the roulette table in the casino if you 
feel more comfortable that way. 
 
 
#Spun Sect.Bet Bet,W/L Tally #Spun Sect.Bet Bet,W/L Tally 

35   Bot. 1/W +1  9 Red 1/W +1 
3 Even 1/L -1  00 Even 1/L -1 
14 Black 2/L -3  25 Bot. 2/W +1 
22 Odd 3/L -6  31 Even 1/L -1 
17 Top 4/W -2  13 Red 2/W -3 
12 Even 3/W +1  5 Even 3/L -6 
8 Black 1/W +1  12 Top 4/W -2 
36 Odd 1/L -1  2 Odd 3/L -5 
19 Top 2/L -3  23 Red 4/W -1 
22 Even 3/W 0  28 Even 2/W +1 

 
 

 
Explanation: 
 
You will first write in the Section Bet, starting with Top/Bottom in the 
Sect. Bet column, going by the last number spun on the display 
board.  
 
Next you will write in the number spun in the #spun column.  Then 1 
for your first bet of 1 unit, followed by a W or L for Win/Lose and last 
the Tally as it pertains, until you get to +1. Then start over.  
 
 
 
Below is a blank tracking sheet you can take to the casino or use until 
you get comfortable with the betting selections and amounts. 
 
 
 
 
 



#Spun Sect.Bet Bet,W/L Tally  #Spun Sect.Bet Bet,W/L Tally 
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         



Useful Tips to Keep From Getting 
Banned 
 
Here are a few useful tips to keep from gaining too much 
attention and getting banned (kicked out for good) in any 
casino: 
 
1. (Optional, but not Super Important) If it is possible, do not take a 
pen and paper to the table to write things down. Although they allow 
it, the eyes in the sky and pit bosses will try to see what you are doing 
to win. This way you can keep going back to your favorite casinos 
without raising too much suspicion. 
 
2. Do not play at any roulette table for more than approximately 2 
hours at a time. Keep moving around. Take a break and come back 
later. This way the eyes in the sky and pit bosses think that you have 
lost some money, and you are moving onto something else. 
 
3. Don’t get TOO EXCITED about your wins, throwing your arms up 
in the air and causing a lot of attention at the table. Be very humble 
and quiet. Not that you can’t talk to anyone, but just don’t cause a Big 
Scene at the table. Some people can’t help but do this when they are 
excited. Be Humble! 
 
4. If there is more than 1 casino in the area, rotate around to all of 
them. Just because you are winning at 1, don’t keep going back to 
the same one every time. Go to a different casino each day, or week, 
or month, depending on how much you visit the casinos. Try to even 
your visits out to each casino so the same casino does not see you 
every day. You WILL WIN at All OF THEM! 
 
5. This is one of the most important rules. TIP YOUR DEALER! Every 
so often, especially on a nice win, be sure a throw a few chips over to 
the dealer. This keeps them on your good side and also keeps them 
throwing positive energy your way. Also they will be less likely to ban 
you from the casino if all the dealers like you because you help with 
their paycheck! IT WORKS! And keeps good Karma flowing your 
way! 



Online Live Web Cam Roulette 
 
You can practice my Professional Roulette System for free online at 
www.dublinbet.com on a live web cam European single 0 roulette 
wheel and at www.betphoenix.com on a live web cam American 
double 00 roulette wheel. You will need to sign up for a free account 
first, and then they will give you $1000 play money to practice with. 
 
USA players are not allowed to fund their account with real money at 
dublinbet.com, but players in some other countries can fund their 
account with real money. USA players can fund their account with 
real money at betphoenix.com and they give a 100% cash bonus for 
casino games if you call them directly. Another live web cam casino 
offering roulette is www.ladbrokes.com I have not played there but I 
have heard they have a good reputation for paying their players. 
 
I Highly Recommend you practice my Professional Roulette System 
quite a bit first before you play with Real Money so that you will gain 
confidence in the system and see just How Well It Really Works! This 
is a VERY IMPORTANT STEP! It is not good to play on what’s called 
“Scared Money!” 
 
This concludes my Professional Roulette System, and now every 
time you visit an online live web cam casino or land based casino, 
you will know: 
 
You Are Going To Win!!! 
 
Thank You! Sincerely, 
 

 
 
James Klein 
 
Professional Roulette System 


